
CHRYSOPRASE

    Hardness: 6 - 7
Chrysoprase or chrysophrase is a gemstone variety of chalcedony (a cryptocrystalline form of 
silica) that contains small quantities of nickel. Its color is normally apple-green, but varies to deep 
green. The darker varieties of chrysoprase are also referred to as prase. (However, the term 
prase is also used to describe green quartz, and to a certain extent is a color-descriptor, rather 
than a rigorously defined mineral variety.)

    Metaphysical Properties: A true stone of serenity, it gently works to 
overcome fear, anxiety, and guilt. A lovely stone for the home that draws of 
negativity and encourages tranquil relationships. Chrysocolla calms, cleanses 
and re-energises the chakras. 

    Corresponding Astrological Signs: CANCER
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